



- Press release -


Fan project for corona crisis - #StayHome 
The Very End dancing with fans in new #CoronaManiac 
music video 
With the hashtag #CoronaManiac, The Very End called on their fans to send in self-made clips for the 

band's new music video. The finished video is now available on YouTube. 

Bare skin, burning guitars, and lots of toilet paper - the creativity of metal heads seems to have not been 

damaged by several weeks of self-isolation. "There was so much wonderfully moronic stuff, great! I think 

some people were thankful to be able to let it all hang out in the current bizarre situation", explains singer 

Björn Gooßes. 


The #StayHome project was a spontaneous idea 
A spontaneous idea in times of Corona led to the call for community action at the beginning of April. Those 

who wanted to participate could go off to the 80s Flashdance hit "Maniac", which was covered by The Very 

End, and film themselves. In only two weeks numerous submissions landed in the band's mailbox. The 

agency CHUNDERKSEN was responsible for the realization of the video. Co-owner Jan Derksen has 

already worked in 2011 as production manager for The Very End's music video for "A Hole In The Sun". 


Motorjesus, Bonded and many more surprising guest 
appearances 
Friends of the band and scene stars like Waldemar Sorytcha, producer of the album Mercy & Misery, on 

which the song "Maniac" was released as a bonus track, are also part of the band. Besides working for The 

Very End, the Grip Inc. guitarist and mastermind is also responsible for productions of bands like Tiamat, 

Lacuna Coil, or Samael. Christoph Birx from Motorjesus, as well as Bonded singer Ingo Bajonczak and 

bassist Marc Hauschild and many more, are also in the video. 


"We just wanted to do something together in this distance-strained time. Since the work on our new album 

is delayed by the Corona crisis anyway, we can kill the time in a quite cool way", adds René Bogdanski.


Press contact for interview inquiries & further infos: 
Samina Ahmed | press@theveryend.net | ++49 (0) 201 95 96 84 08 | www.theveryend.net/press-area
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Attached images 

1. The Very End (Photo by Tom Row Frontrow Images) f.l.t.r.: René Bogdanski, Marc Beste, Björn Gooßes, 

Jerome Reil, Marc Bräutigam


2. Collage: #CoronaManiac Video Teaser Picture


These photos are approved for use/publication, given the credits/links are included if possible. 

Video link and embedd code 

            





            https://youtu.be/N2ktTQ_HqW4 


YouTube embedd code to be used on your website: 

<iframe width="560" height="315" src="https://www.youtube-nocookie.com/embed/N2ktTQ_HqW4" 

frameborder="0" allow="accelerometer; autoplay; encrypted-media; gyroscope; picture-in-picture" 

allowfullscreen></iframe>


Further press material available at: www.theveryend.net/press-area.

Current line-up (2019) Discography
Björn Goosses - vocals Vs. Life (Dockyard1 | 2008 | Re-Issue: 2018)

René Bogdanski - guitar Mercy & Misery (Steamhammer/SPV | 2010)

Marc Bräutigam - guitar Turn Off The World (Steamhammer/SPV | 2012)

Marc Beste - bass

Jerome Reil - drums
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